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REVOLUTIONIZING 
Brand Positioning in AEC: 

Customer-Centric Storytelling



Who are the 
Great AEC Brands?



What brands would 
you miss if they were 
gone tomorrow?



If your company 
ceased to exist 
tomorrow, would 
your customers 
miss you?



Creating a unique brand position 
& value proposition



SUCCESSFUL BRANDS 
ARE NOT MAGIC



Traditionally… 
AEC has built companies
Not Brands



Corporate brand

Employer brand

Local brand

Project/pursuit brand position

Brand Positioning Consideration



Creating a competitive 
brand position through 

brand personality



Evolving your 
brand voice

What are some things 
about the way you 
communicate that are 
different from how others 
are doing it?  



Who’s doing it right?
NEORSD 

“[NEORSD] is a shining example of how to 
communicate and connect with the public on crucial, 
but unglamorous, topics. And that is something that 
anyone working to communicate to the public in 
sectors such as the climate, environment, 
infrastructure, or other fields of science or 
engineering, can learn from “ – Forbes Magazine



Let’s look at what they are doing



Themes for their tone of voice – trust, 
conversational, and human  

“We want our customers to know us 
and trust us as a service provider. Our 
voice has accomplished both of those 
for sure. Our customers talk to us like a 
friend because they feel as though 
they know us personally.” 

- NEORSD 

How they exercise their voice: 
Presence online, transparency, and 
responsiveness – through comments 
where they are mentioned in 
newspapers, through social media, and 
emails  

Listen to NEORSD Communication’s Director 
talk about creating their voice



Brand touchpoints



BRAND 
COMMUNICATIONS 
PLATFORM



Everyone wants to know: 
Can I trust you? 
Do you care about me and my 
organization and my project? 
Can I take what you say to the 
bank? 



Drives 
EBITDA

Helps retain & 
recruit top 
talent

Gets you to the 
table for 
consideration

Allows you to 
command a premium

Branding in AEC is an Always-on, 
Constant Monitoring Activity

Strong brand positioning:

Be intentional with it. Evolve it. Grow it.



Questions?


